
Hello to the CAFE Board and all the AGM attendees. 
This is Monique, Carol, Don and Dan reporting from the CAFE Calgary Branch and part-time Canadian Centre 
for Men & Families - Calgary. 
 
Over the last year we have achieved the following: 
 
-raised over $9000 and still have $7500 in the bank for this year's budget 
-built our executive committee to four members and recruited eight committed volunteers 
-built our CAFE Calgary member/donor/support data base to over 150 people, built our meetup group data 
base to over 110 people 
-opened the CCMF-Calgary on a part-time basis in November 2016 
-twice monthly we run a men's peer support group focused on family law, parental alienation/estrangement and 
fathering after separation/divorce 
-once a month we run a men's issues and enthusiasts meetup group 
-we ran two screenings of The Red Pill movie. One private screening to 90+ people and one public screening to 
275+ people. 
-this month we are running a public awareness event called, Men & Family Law. The presenter is a female 
family law expert.  
-this month we are running a She For He panel discussion with five women professionals, the moderator is 
Danielle Smith, a local talk radio personality/host. 
 
Going Forward: 
-this summer we are launching a peer support group focused on male survivors of intimate partner violence and 
their supporters (open to men and women). 
It will facilitated by Carol (a registered psychologist and CAFE Calgary executive) and Dee (an experienced IPV 
counsellor and CAFE Calgary volunteer). 
-we are currently designing a monthly workshop on parental alienation and fatherlessness and how it 
negatively affects children and families (open to men and women).  
- we have created a specially titled/branded version of the CAFE Men Matter video to be used in our 
fund-raising initiatives. We call the video, When you build it; they will come. 
- thanks to Justin we now have a drop down page on the menandfamilies.org website that describes the 
services we offer and are planning to offer at  our part-time Canadian Centre for Men & Families - CALGARY. 
-we have plans in place to raise $10,000 by year end (includes any matching programs). 
-we anticipate opening a full-time CCMF during 2018.  
 
Onward, warmly, The CAFE Calgary team 
 

http://menandfamilies.org/

